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A. INDIVIDUAL VARZATIONS IN TEXT READING. A mTA-BANK PILMT 
Gunnar Fant, Lennart Nord, and Anita Icruckenberg 

Abstract 
At the KTH we are currently developing a data bank for speech 

analysis. The overall organization of text handling, transcription 
segmentation and data statistics has been described elsewhere (Carlson & 
Granstrom, 1986). The present progress report prwides a brief pre- 
sentation of an extended text material (F'ant & Kruckenbery, 1986) and 
observations of individual variations in segmental and prosodic charao 
teristics observed from analysis of the speech of several subjects 
reading the same sentence. We have concentrated upon variations in the 
degree of closure of voiced consonants, ambiguities in segmentation, 
vowel duration and the realization of syntactic boundaries. We have also 
attempted a scaling of the subjective im~pression of phrase boundaries. 

Introduction 
Mvanced work on text-to-speech synthesis and speech recognition 

demands a continuous up-dating, extension and renewal of knowledge from 
speech analysis. To improve quality and naturalness of synthesis and to 
develop more realistic algorithms for phonetically oriented recognition 
work, we need imprwed models and more rigid supporting data of acoustic 
correlates to phonetic categories, i.e., a more profound insight in the 
speech code. We also need to know more about individual variations 
associated with sex and age and other physiological constraints as well 
as voice qualities and reading styles. These demands have guided our 
choice of text material and subjects as well as general considerations 
for the organization of the recording of speech material. As analysis 
proceeds, the data bank becomes a knowledge bank. 

Data collection is, of course, not a matter of unstructured statis- 
tics. We have to adopt a rule-oriented search (Carlsan & Granstrijm, 

1986) to efficiently encode phonetic features, speaker typology and 
behavior. This is a broad perspective, and we should narrow the range 
of problems we can cope with in any specific study. We also have to 
consider priorities. m e  limitation has been to select good speakers 
only. Earlier analysis for support of synthesis was based on one or a 
few speakers only. With several good speakers we will gain a better 

* This is an extended version of a paper presented at the Symposium on 
Phonetics, Uppsala, kt. 1 986. 



perspective of what constitutes normdl speech, what is incidental ant' 
what is a general rule. We are rnw looking for segmental realizatims, 
coarticulation, reduction ard prosodic realizations associated with g a d  
reading. Studies of individual voice cplities and reading styles come 
in the second place. 

The data bank will be of appreciable size with a maximum of 35 
minutes' readings per subject. We have no ambitions of an exhaustive 
analysis. The purpose of the recordings is to allow a sufficiently 
representative sampling and search along dimensions and categories of 

I 

interest. In the present pilot study, we have concentrated on 14 sub 
jects' readings of one and the same sentence. Within this limited 1 
frame, we have gained a fresh insight in several fundamental acoustic- 
phonetic problems and a view of what kind of problems we will encounter 
as the analysis proceeds. We have studied segmentation prcblems and 
underlying variabilities in articulatory gestures and, furthenmre, the 
realization of syntactic baudaries, and how subjective juncture assess- 
ments correlate with acoustic factors. Our overall impressions is that 
of a richness of variability on all levels as well as potentials of 
structuring variabilities. Qle prevailing impressim is that segmentals 
and prosodies share a common basis of acoustic correlates. Therare, 
they should be treated together as seen from an underlying model of 
speech production. Our study has also provided some limited data on 
vowel durations and prosodic realizations which can be extended to 
support the updating of our synthesis rules. 

I 

Text material. General observations of speaker performance 
As an extension to the KTH data base (Carlson & Granstrijm, 1986), 

we have collected a new text corpus which contains passages from a novel 
of Kerstin Ekman, "jinglahuset", newspaper articles, sentence lists, 
isolated words and nonsense syllables, in all about 30 minutes' reading 
material. It has been documented in a report by Fant & Kruckenberg 
(1986) which also provides statistical data on word complexity in the 
various lists, a limited phoneme frequency count and observations fran 
three subjects reading a limited part of the text, including phonolog- 
ical reductions and reading style. The acoustic-phonetic part of this 
pilot study was supported by spectrograms and synchronized ln-mrves. 

The text material selected for this purpose was a paragraph of nine 
sentences, totally 133 words. This passage happened to have a fairly 
representative distribution of phonemes as canpared with a large corpus 

of newpaper articles analyzed by Fant-Richter (Fant, 1967); see Table I. 
Subjects were instructed to read the selected passage four times: 

in a normal mode, somewhat more distinct, somewhat less loud and same- 
what more loud than normal. These variations were intenled in the first 
place to provide a suitable range for selecting normative reading, some 



Table I. Relative occurrence of phonemes in the reference paragraph 
-ed to the E'ant-Richter data (FR-67). The STA (Swedish Technical 
Alphabet), see Fhnt (1967) has been adopted for phonemic -1s. Here 
index 1 stands for long vowels and index 2 for short -1s. The /ul/ 
corresponds to IPA /a:/ and /ol/ to the IPA /u:/. 





large rocan with windows overlooking the KlarSlven river) was read by ten 
males and four females. 

Analysis format. Segmntal studies 
Fig. 1 s b s  an example of computer-generated display we use for 

the analysis and segmentation of the speech data-bank material. 

1 .2 . 3  . 4  . 5  . 6  . 7  . 8  . 9  1 .O 

Speaker I d e n t i t y  CT 
1022:M301.  MB SENT2 0 0 80 

Sampfreq T-wind t o t  Bandw Gain Options 
16 .0kHz  5 . m s  4 3 1 . H ~  5 . d B  H I 

Created 1986-10-10,  13:25 Drawn 1987-01-10, 15:59:51 

Pig. 1. Canputer-generated spectrogram and phoneme string of an excerpt 
of the speech data-bank material. 

The phoneme string i s  automatically derived from the text--speech 
system Rmfixs. A first, automatically segmented and labeled version, is 
manually corrected by inspection of spectrographic and oscillographic 
traces. The phoneme string i s  stored as a separate label file, along 
with the speech file. Qlce the speech files are analyzed and labeled, 
search strategies can be formulated and run  through the data, e.g., 
locating all  unstressed syllables in a certain context, measuring their 
duration and storing the result i n  a separate file. Ebr further details 
on these facilities, see Carlson & G r a n s t r i j m  (1986). , 



In order to bring out main points only, our spectrographic illus- 
trations will be slightly modified, omitting the top traces ard automat- 
ic segmentation. 

We have studied various coarticulation a d  reduction phenomena that 
affect the segmental composition of phonemes and complicate the task of 
boundary assignments. 

Boundaries are more clearly realized by changes in "manner" cues 
than in "place" cues. Thus, it is easy to find the boundary between a 
fricative and a vowel but we have no clear rules for finding bourdaries 
between vowels or between voiced consonants like /v/, /j/ and /r/ and 
their combinations with vowels. A voiced intervocalic stop is not 
always associated with a stop gap, and phonemically unvoiced stop6 in 
unstressed positions may attain voicing. Lack of oral closure may 
affect nasals as well as stop sounds or any conmnant, and an incomplete 
abduction of the glottis in an /h/ causes a continuation of voicing. 

In order to understand these ambiguities, we should consider a 
basic parameter of speech production related to the extent to which 
vocal-tract constriction targets are reached in connected speech. This 
parameter which has a strong descriptive power could be labeled "articu- 
latory contrast" or more generally, "dynamic contrast". It affects not i 

only the supraglottal articulators but also the glottal. articulation. I 
Thus, a sufficient adduction/abduction contrast is needed for preserving 
a voiced/voiceless boundary. Also, the boundary between a voiced /h/ 
and a following vowel becomes obscured by insufficient glottal contrast. 

Articulatory contrast implies acoustic contrast in terms of w e -  
lope intensity modulation as well as an extended range of formant pat- 
tern dynamics. Decreased contrast, thereby, also affects the rate of 
change of formant patterns at segment boundaries. 

Altlmugh these phenomena are by no means new in @onetic theory, we 
had not anticipated the full extent of their realizations. Thus, most 
speakers did not produce a full closure of the voiced stop /g/ in 
"legat". For one speaker, IN, the intensity modulation was 9% 

only and the formant pattern that of a connecting glide, see Fig. 2. 
This is typical of voiced stops in fluent rapid speech and probably 
dependent on both the place of articulation ard the vocalic context. 

Another example of incomplete closure is in the nasal consonant /n/ 
in "fbter" which for most speakers is realized as a nasalization of 
the vowel lo/, see Fig. 3. The appearance of an orally closed segment 
for the /n/ of "i en" was even less frequent which is to be expected 
since "en" is a function word. In other speech samples, we have noticed 
this effect to be particularly strong in phoneme strings consisting of 
vowel-nasal-fricative. For American mglish, Malkot (1960) described 

this phenomenon in word pairs with nasal-homorganic unvoiced stop, like 
"camp" versus "cap", differing in nasalization only. 



Fig. 2. The word "legat", extracted fran three readings (speakers JS, 
JJ and D?) which exemplifies decreasing degree of articulatory 
contrast in the vawel-/g/-vawel sequence. 

Fig. 3.  The word "fonster" extracted fran two readings (AA, JS) .  The 
f i r s t  with a clear nasal segment /n/, the second with a nasal- 
ized vwel /o/. 

The two-word string "han hade" in  the ini t ia l  part of the sentence 
is produced out of focus and with higher tempo and reduced articulatory 
contrast. The /n/ is realized by nasalization only, and the second /h/ 
is hard to detect being glottally coarticulated with the following vowel 

a .  The second /h/, when present, can thus be said to be realized by 
aspiration of the following vowel. A further complication is tha t  



nasalization and aspiration share cues, e.g., the reduced F1 intensity. 
mly few speakers produced a sequence of clearly identifiable segments, 
see Fig. 4. 

Fig. 4. The two-word string "han hade" extracted £ran two readings (JJ, 
BB) with reduced articulatory contrast. 

The Swedish /r/ sound appears in a variety of acoustic realiza- 
tions. Articulatory contrasts range from a pronounced trill to a slight 
/r/ coloring of a neighboring vowel. /r/ also occurs frequently in 
consonant clusters with subsequent forms of cc~lrticulation and reduction 
as a result, see N o d  (1987) for a survey. Fig. 5 gives two exmples of 
reduced /r/ realizations, paired with more carefully pronounced varie- 
ties. I 

In "fonster vette" and "skrivit", the /r/ sounds are often reduced 
and segmentation becomes a problem. The acoustic cues become diffuse, a ! 
brief constriction phase is often found, but not always, and the same is 
true of the Fl, F3 and F4 lowering cues. When present, the constriction 
phase of /r/ in "skrivit" may mark the right boundary of an inserted 
vowel a£ter /k/. It may also reside in the unvoiced k-release. Seg- 
mentation rules for /r/ sounds are still undefined. Shall we cancen- 
trate on the stop gap if it is present or should we choose a larger 
domain of perceptual importance including a possible inserted vowel or a 
short segment of the same nature? 

With the latter choice, the segmentation principle will deviate 
from that of handling stop sounds where, by convention, the voiced part 
of a following transition goes with the next segment. When the acoustic 
cues become weak, the auditive impression of the /r/ prevails though 
weakened. 

More examples of variabilities of segmental realizations and seg- 
mentation ambiguities will be discussed in connection with the study of 
syntactic boundary regions in the following section. 





Syntactic boundaries and prosodies 
Our standard sentence with each word assigned a lexical stress 

pattern according to W B *  attains the following structure: 

4 3 2  3 2  4 3 2  4 4 4  4 4 
HAN HADE LECAT OCH SKRIVIT DGT I EN SrOR SAT, 

This transcription of each word read in isolation is irrelevant to 
connected speech. Following established notations we transform it into 
a more realistic form omitting the stress of function words except the 
pronoun "det" which generally attains the prominence of its substitute. 

"i en stor sal" is a preposition phrase. Crosses denote grave 
accent. A vertical short ' denotes acute accent if above the line 
an3 the sec0rh.q syllable of grave accent if below the line. 

One object of the study was to study the realization of the syn- 
tactic boundaries before an3 after the preposition phrase. We found a 
considerable variation in both acoustic cues and subjective impressions. 
In a listening test, ten subjects assessed the degree of perceived 
boundaries on a scale from 0 to 5. The first boundary got an average 
rating of 2.2 with a stardard deviation of 0.8 whilst the secord b o d -  
ary was rated 3.7 with a standard deviation of 0.75 within the jury. 
The standard deviation between speakers was 1.1 ard 2.2, respectively. 

Spectrographic illustrations of the first boundary region are found 
in Fig. 7. 

The most prominent acoustic cue appeared to be segmental durations. 
Since the three words "det i en" in several cases merged to a single 
voiced gross segment re11 with no clear boudaries, especially not in I 

! 
the formant juncture between /e/ and /I/, we selected an interval. froan 
the onset of voicing in the /e/ of "det" to the onset of the /s/ of 
"stor". It should be noted that Wee of the 14 speakers omitted the 
/t/ of "skrivit" ard produced a voiced stop gap of 40-70 ms duration for 
the /d/ of "det". The remaining 11 speakers' spectrograms showed an 
unvoiced stop gap of 70-140 ms duration appropriate for the /t/ plus /d/ 

with an uncertainty of whether the /d/ was realized at all and, if so, 
with no obvious boundary towards /t/. According to the sandhi rules of 
&rding (1974), /t+d/ are transformed to unvoiced /d/. 
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Fig. 6. Subjective rating versus durational 
measure of the first phrase boundary, 
see also Table 11. 

i (tld e i e(nl s 

Fig. 7. lVo examples of the first born* 
region "det i en". W e :  sub- 
jective rating 1.1; belm: sub- 
jective rating 2.8. 



Table I1 
Phrase boundary of "-----det i en -----I1 

Speaker Subjective Pause Duration Creak 
rating ms ("et i en" inms) 

AA 1 .o 240 
BG 1.1 200 
IK 1.1 205 
ER 1.3 310 
BB 1.4 380 

Oanrrent 

voiced d-occlusim 

falling FO 

voiced d-occlusion 

voiced d-occlusion 

Table I1 with the support of Fig. 6 sham a fair correlation between 
"etien" duration and the subjective boundary assessment. Atendency may 
be observed of a doubling of the subjective rating per 200 m s  increase 
of the juncture duration. Deviations fran this trend are w i t h i n  the 
standard deviation of listener judgemnts. A most apparent trend as- 
sociated with more marked boundaries is the appearance of creaky voice, 
i.e., glottalization at the end of the /e/ which causes a local drop of 
FO and/or an alternation between strong ard weak glottal excitations 
which is especially apparent in the second and higher formants. ?his 

I 

juncture cue has earlier been described by Ghding (1967). These alter- 
nations may cause an anbiguity in the definition of the local FO. The 
tsm speakers of the highest boundary rating produced a proper pause at 
the phrase boundary. A general @honological rule is to anit the /t/ of 
"det" . M y  one of the speakers, EJ, had a pruper canbination of /t/ 

unvoiced stop gap + release at the following -1. Eleven speakers did 
not have a /t/ stop gap and the two with proper pause after "det" 
anitted the /t/. 

In absence of glottalization, m s t  speakers produced a level or 
slightly rising FO contour at the juncture. An exception was subject BB 
who had a falling FO into the beginning of the second phrase. His 
reading style was in general mre personal and affected than others. 



Table I11 
Phrase boundary "----- sal vars----- 

Speaker SUbj . rating Pause m s  mation* Ckmnents 
(I*) n E  

1-release 
large FO dip 

large FO dip 

* includes possible pauses 

Spectrograms fran the second phrase boundary "--- sal vars---" are 
shown in Fig. 8, and the results fran the juncture study are s m i z e d  
in Table 111. As a durational measure, we selected the /l/+occasional 
pause+/v/. There are seven subjective ratings betwen 3 .O and 3.6 with 
a duration of about 120 ms and six with a rating between 4.2 ard 4.4 
with associated durations fran 200-540 ms. Four of these included a 
proper pause, two displayed a brief /l/-release. The E'O-contour was 
mstly a fall+rise at the bourdary. Here again, subject BE3 deviated 
fran the rest by an FO rise+fall. None of the subjects displayed a 
glottalization. 'Itm subjects, haever, had s M  such tendencies in 
earlier informal recordings. 



Fig. 8. Illustrations of the second boundary region "sal vars". 
Top: subjective rating 2.5, 3.4; middle: subjective 
rating: 3.5, 3.6; belcrw: subjective rating: 4.4, note 
its deviant FO-contour. 



Table IV: Vowel durations i n  standard sentence 
S = average 14 subjects 
R = Rulsys synthesis (speed corrected) 

Word S 
ms 

legat - 
skrivit  - 
de - 
stor - 
sal - 
fdnster - 
vette - 
Klaralven - 
bade - 
legat - 
0 - 
vars 
fdnster - 
vette - 
alven - 
alven - 

Table V 

R R-S 
ms ms 

Vowel durations i n  milliseconds 

Short unstressed Short stressed mng stressed 
Present study 42 105 155 
Rulsys 78 93 134 
Carlson & GranstrCm (1986) 60 90 125 

Because of the still unsettled conventions for segment boundary 
assignments, we have refrained £ran performing a canplete study of 
segmental durations within the sentence. Our data on vuwel durations 
are swrtnarized in Table V. They are canpared w i t h  data fran Carlson & 

Granstrijm (1986) and frun the text-to-speech (Ftulsys) generated version 
of our sentence (in May 1986). A correction for overall tenpo has been 
made, the Rulsys sentence being 20% longer. ?his canparison confirms 
our awareness of the insufficient contrast b e t s  Rulsysqenerated 
unstressed and stressed short -1s. The unstressed short vowels of 
our study were about one-half only of the duration of those of Rulsys. 
The unstressed final -1s of "f2jnsterW and "vette" were one-third only 
of those of Rulsys. M s t  stressed w l s ,  long as w e l l  a s  short, were 
longer i n  our study than the Rulsys-generated vowels. This restricted 






